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Programming PHPO'Reilly, 2006
Programming PHP, Second Edition is the authoritative guide to PHP 5 and is filled with the unique knowledge of the creator of PHP (Rasmus Lerdorf) and other PHP experts. When it comes to creating web sites, the PHP scripting language is truly a red-hot property. In fact, PHP is currently used on...
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Metasploit Toolkit for Penetration Testing, Exploit Development, and Vulnerability ResearchSyngress Publishing, 2007
This is the first book available for the Metasploit Framework (MSF), which is the attack platform of choice for one of the fastest growing careers in IT security: Penetration Testing. The book and companion Web site will provide professional penetration testers and security researchers with a fully integrated suite of tools for discovering,...
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Professional ASP.NET MVC 1.0 (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009
The ASP.NET MVC framework is designed from the ground up with certain core principles in mind-extensibility, testability, and separation of concerns. The framework adds various conventions into the mix to help drive developers into the "Pit of Success," providing for a streamlined development experience that fits the way the web works....
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Beginning ASP.NET 2.0 Databases Beta PreviewWrox Press, 2005
Beginning ASP.NET 2.0 Databases Beta Preview
ASP.NET 2.0 will bring sweeping changes to the ASP database landscape. This introduction to adding data to your Web site with the public beta prepares you for the changes. You can take a first-hand look at the promised developer productivity improvements and decide whether or not they'll benefit your...
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Pro Microsoft Speech Server 2007: Developing Speech Enabled Applications with .NETApress, 2007
Microsoft Speech Server is becoming increasingly popular. There are three primary components developers wanting to develop speech applications need to be familiar with: the Speech SDK, Telephony, and ASP.NET server controls. Each of these can be used independently, but in many cases, all three need to be used to build truly compelling applications....
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C# 3.0 in a Nutshell: A Desktop Quick ReferenceO'Reilly, 2007
This is a concise yet thorough reference to C# 3.0 programming as implemented in Microsoft's Visual Studio 2008. C# 3.0 in a Nutshell gets right to the point, covering the essentials of language syntax and usage as well as the parts of the .NET base class libraries you need to build working applications. But unlike earlier editions, this book is...
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Sams Teach Yourself ASP.NET 4 in 24 Hours: Complete Starter KitSams Publishing, 2010

	DVD includes Visual Web Developer 2010 Express and ASP.NET 4


	 


	In just 24 sessions of one hour or less, you’ll learn how to build complete, professional-quality web solutions with ASP.NET 4 and Microsoft Visual Web Developer 2010. Using this...
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Professional VSTO 2005 : Visual Studio 2005 Tools for Office (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2006
Visual Studio 2005 Tools for Office (VSTO) supports Word, Excel®, and Outlook® and allows developers to build robust Office applications in both the C# and VB languages. This practical guide shows you how to leverage the power of VSTO to write enterprise software targeting Office 2003. Even if you're not entirely familiar with VSTO, you'll...
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ASP.NET: Your Visual Blueprint for Creating Web Applications on the .NET FrameworkVisual, 2001
ASP.NET: Your visual blueprint for creating Web applications on the .NET Framework shows you everything you need to create dynamic Web applications. Each step is displayed with callouts so you can see exactly where the action takes place on the screen. Arm yourself with detailed coverage of over 100 tasks and other ASP.NET functions,...
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Beginning C# 5.0 Databases (Beginning Apress)Apress, 2012


	Welcome to this book. You have in your hands a book of ready-made solutions to common problems

	encountered while writing SQL to run against an Oracle database. I’ve written this book for the person in

	a hurry who needs to solve a specific problem and then get on with the job. Each recipe addresses a

	specific problem and...
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Database Systems: A Practical Approach to Design, Implementation and Management (4th Edition)Addison Wesley, 2004

	This book places a strong emphasis on good design practice, allowing readers to master design methodology in an accessible, step-by-step fashion. In this book, database design methodology is explicitly divided into three phases: conceptual, logical, and physical. Each phase is described in a separate chapter with an example of the methodology...
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SharePoint 2007 Developer's Guide to Business Data CatalogManning Publications, 2009
The data locked in your organization's systems and databases is a precious -- and sometimes untapped -- resource. The SharePoint Business Data Catalog makes it easy to gather, analyze, and report on data from multiple sources, through SharePoint. Using standard web parts, an efficient management console, and a simple programming model, you can...
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